MONOGRAM'S MAGIC FILMUSICAL "Melody Parade"

with MARY BETH HUGHES TIM and IRENE - EDDIE QUILLAN
ARMIDA - JERRY COOPER - MANTAN MORELAND
ANDRE CHARLOT - ANSON WEEKS and his Orchestra - TED FIO RITO and his Orchestra

Hold Your Breath! Now Shooting!
MADE TO TODAY'S BOX OFFICE MEASURE

PRODUCED BY LINDSLEY PARSONS
THEY’LL BE LAUGHING WITH TEARS IN THEIR EYES.

In the rushes it looks BIG as the heart of show business! It definitely has HEART—here’s the REAL STORY of ‘the show must go on’.

The untitled GILBERT AND FAY SPECIAL has been provided lavish and budget-disregarding production by Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz. The veteran Barney Sarecky wrote a big time script, and ace director Bill Beaudine will not miss a trick.

MONOGRAM can be proud of the talent assembled for this show. GILBERT AND FAY are superb. Gilbert is so human it hurts. Fay will wring your heart one minute, make you laugh the next.

There’s Bonnie Baker, singing four songs in her own inimitable fashion, including “Oh, Johnny!” The Radio Rogues, sensational air-wave entertainers. Butch and Buddy, two great kids. Jim Hope, brother of the famous Bob, with the same brand of gags. Harry Langdon. Iris Adrian. Fourteen featured stars! Two great bands, HENRY KING and HERB MILLER.

HERE’S UNFORGETTABLE ENTERTAINMENT — NOW SHOOTING!